Seymour Ladies Worktable

E

This table screams Federal style, with more than 60 feet of banding and
stringing, plus eye-popping veneer work.

legant women’s worktables
often graced the homes of
wealthy families in Federalera Boston. When women got
together for afternoon visits, they
frequently kept busy with needlework, sewing, or mending projects
while they talked about local politics and our newly formed nation.
A hostess who worked at such a
splendid table as this—beautifully
inlaid and finished on all sides—
would be the envy of her social
set. Lightweight and easy to roll
around on casters for better lighting or heat, the table features two
drawers for sewing implements
and supplies, plus a silk pouch
for storing projects and materials.
A woman might also roll out the
table in the evening to keep up
with her projects while at home
with her family.
Originally, I planned to build
a simplified version of the table
without the storage pouch and the
inlays on the legs. But the more

I researched the Seymour table,
the more I became convinced that
I should reproduce the worktable
as closely as possible, with all the
banding, stringing, veneers, and,
of course, the project pouch, made
of silk fabric.
Over the years, I’ve researched
banding and collected many
samples. That background came in

handy when figuring out how to
make the banding patterns for this
table, which features more than 60
feet of banding and stringing. Most
pieces of period furniture have inlay only on the top and front. This
piece has inlay on all four sides,
the top, and running down the
legs. It was made to be the center
of attention, a true masterpiece.

Finished photos: Lance K. Patterson

Michael Wheeler built this 307⁄8×20×153⁄4"
Seymour-style ladies worktable for the 2017
North Bennet Street School Student & Alumni
Exhibit. He caught the bug to build a Seymour
worktable while attending a 2016 Phil Lowe
workshop at the Furniture Institute of Massachusetts. (In the mid- to late-1970s, Phil was
Michael’s teacher in the North Bennet Street
Cabinet/Furniture Making program). The table’s
dimensions are based on a worktable found in
The Furniture Masterworks of John & Thomas
Seymour by Robert D. Mussey Jr.

By Michael Patrick Wheeler
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1 EXPLODED VIEW

FRONT-SECTION VIEW

I built the table from mahogany, with maple crotch veneered
panels on all four sides, including
the drawer fronts and the top leg
blocks, sourced from Downs &
Reader Hardwoods in Stoughton,
Massachusetts. The top features
thuya burl (from Spain), satinwood
(from India), and she-oak (from
Australia). For the case, legs, and
banding, I selected mahogany, Peruvian walnut, Castello boxwood
(all from South America), and
native tiger and crotch maple.
www.sapfm.org

Start with the case parts
Cut and square the mahogany for
the rails, drawer dividers, drawer
fronts, and legs. Leave the legs
1⁄2" longer, to be cut to length after
they come off the lathe. Make two
or more extra legs for setups and
practice. (Drawings 1, 2, and
3). Scribe a line around each leg
to mark the point where the leg
blocks end and the turnings begin;
these will be the reference points
for laying out the top and bottom
parts. With a flat chisel, cut a 45°

John and Thomas Seymour
Father-and-son cabinetmakers John and
Thomas Seymour, English immigrants
who had established their business in
Portland, Maine, moved to Boston in
1793. That move proved excellent timing.
A thriving commercial and cultural center
by the turn of the 19th century, Boston
was home to a prosperous population of
merchants and mariners with increasingly
luxurious furnishings. Many households,
leaving behind the rough-and-tumble life
of revolutionary times, sought to fill those
homes with stylish and exciting furniture
suited to their more refined society. From
their shop in the artisan community of
Creek Square (near the current Haymarket and Faneuil Hall marketplace),
the Seymours built their trade. Furniture
conservator and historian Robert D.
Mussey Jr. has written: “[The] Seymours
combined their own superb cabinetmaking and inlay skills with those of other
English immigrant carvers, turners and
upholsterers, to produce superb interpretations that set the standard for an
entire generation of Boston cabinetmakers.” The Seymours frequently worked
with rare and exotic woods and veneers,
readily available in Boston because of
growing foreign trade, and relied on
many stylistic influences for their work.

chamfer on the corners, 1⁄8" deep
and towards the bottom of the
turnings. This cut helps protect
the bottom corners from chipping.
Mortise the top leg blocks for the
rails. To strengthen the front of
the table, cut double mortise-and
tenon joints for the middle and
bottom drawer dividers (Photo 1
on page 74).
Cut the rail tenons. Later, you’ll
apply 1⁄16" veneer to the outside face
of the side and rear rails; offset
joints to compensate for the added
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Top-drawer divider
to be fitted later

1

Top of turning

thickness. For strength, offset the
layout of the rail tenons: two on
each end of the side rails, and three
on each end of the back rail. Dryassemble the legs, rails, and
drawer dividers, fine-tuning the
joinery as necessary (Photo 2).
Later, you will cut double dovetails
to join the top-drawer divider to
the tops of the front legs.
Prepare the 1⁄16" maple crotch
veneer for the six rail panels, two
drawer fronts, and eight leg-block
inlays. Book-match the drawer
fronts and back panels side to side
and top to bottom. Unfold the sidepanel veneers top to bottom with
the flame-grain pattern running
front to back. Cut the panels for the
rails and drawer fronts about 1⁄8"
longer and wider than shown. For
efficient layout and cutting, make
cardboard window templates for
the veneer grain patterns. Then,
number and label the pieces for
placement as you cut them. Glue
the veneer panels to the drawer
fronts, sides, and back rails.

Cut and make logs of banding
For the feather banding (Photo
3 and Drawing 4) that frames the
maple panels and runs down the
legs, glue alternating strips of boxwood and walnut to make the first
log (Photo 4). After the glue dries,
saw the lamination at 45° into
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Tips & Techniques
Minimize waste when
cutting strips of banding
I cut banding at my bandsaw with a thinkerf (.032) blade. I kiss the log edge with
a plane (keeping it flat), then bandsaw to
width on an L-shape jig with a straightedge fence clamped to the saw table. I
use a small featherboard, keeping light
pressure on the leading edge, holding
the log tight against the fence as I use
a pushblock to complete my cut. With
each cut, I clear the banding from the
bandsaw blade.
—Michael
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77/16"

4
3⁄8"-thick

pieces. Reassemble and
glue the pieces edge to edge, creating the center core. Glue on the
outside veneers (top and bottom),
creating a second log. After the
glue has dried, cut the log in half
vertically (on edge), creating two
new logs. Use a thickness sander
to reduce the diagonal core to 1⁄16"
thick. Then, glue on the last outside veneer, creating two finished
new logs (Photo 5). One of the
logs will be used for the banding
on the legs and drawer fronts.
For the second log (combination banding for the panel frames
on the side and back rails), glue
a 3⁄16"-thick strip of boxwood to
the outside edge of the log. Once
everything is dry, cut the two logs
into 1⁄16"-thick banding strips.
Similarly, laminate stock, cut,
and glue up the dentil banding,
alternating strips of boxwood and
walnut. Arrange the strips vertically instead of diagonally (Photo
6). Glue edge to edge, creating the
center core. Glue on the outside
boxwood veneers, creating the second log. After the glue has dried,
cut the log in half vertically (on
edge) creating two new logs. Use a
thickness sander to reduce the core
to 1⁄16" thick, then glue on the last
outside boxwood veneer, creat-
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6
ing two finished new logs. Glue a
tiger-maple strip to one of
the logs. Cut the log into 1⁄16" strips
of banding that will frame the bottom of the case and wrap around
each of the legs.
Diagonal-square banding
(the most complex banding to assemble), features mahogany and
walnut squares on a 45° angle in

1⁄8"-thick

a bed of boxwood. Start with two
basic laminations, one of alternating mahogany and boxwood
strips, and the other of walnut and
boxwood, each strip 3⁄16" thick.
Once dry, crosscut each log
into 3⁄16"-thick pieces and glue them
together, alternating mahogany
and walnut, offset, and at a 45°
angle (Photo 7). These dimensions
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are critical. When cut at the 45°
angle, your 3⁄16" squares become 1⁄4"
diamonds, fitting corner to corner
and wrapping around the entire
top (9⁄16×20×153⁄4"). To keep everything level and square, glue up the
pieces in short sections of 10,
applying end-to-end and side-toside pressure.
Keep adding small batches of 10
pieces, alternating mahogany and
walnut; you’ll need five of each species for each small batch, 160 pieces
in total. I glued the first 10 pieces
in my cauls, clamped them under
pressure, and cleaned off excess
glue. While I waited 15 minutes for
adequate clamp time, I got the next
10 pieces ready, laying them out in
order. I released the clamp pressure
but left the clamps in place, and
then added the next 10 pieces. Next,
I reapplied the clamp pressure,
wiped off glue squeeze-out, and
repeated these steps for four hours.
Let the glue set several days.
Cut the log in half on the bandsaw—pattern facing up—to create
two logs. Rip the newly formed
edges close to the mahogany and
walnut squares, being careful not to
cut the sharp points off the diamonds. Cut close to the edges, then

finish with a plane and a cabinet
scraper. Glue the first dark/light/
dark veneers to the flattened edge
and let it dry. Complete the log by
flattening the other face and adding
the three remaining veneers. When
the newly created log is dry, cut it
into 1⁄16"-thick strips of banding.

Turn to the legs
Lay out and cut the rabbets for
the maple inlays on the leg-top
posts. For this step, I made a jig
to remove the infield, using a

Tips & Techniques
Wrapped cauls won’t stick
to the job
For easier gluing instead of trying to slip
waxed paper between the cauls and the
glue-up, cover your clamping cauls with
nonstick material while you tighten the
clamps. For a durable surface that won’t
stick to the workpiece, cover the cauls
with adhesive-backed automotive vinyl
wrap (you can find it online or at sign
shops), as shown in Photos 4 and 5.
How much clamping time for
banding logs?
All banding logs need time to dry while
clamped between cauls and under pressure. Plan for a minimum of two days
for your logs to dry completely; complex
glue-ups, such as diagonal-square
banding, require more drying time.
—Michael
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guide bushing and 1⁄2" router bit
in my plunge router, and squaring the corners with a chisel. The
depth of the cut should be slightly
less than veneer thickness, about
the thickness of paper.
When you glue in the veneers,
take care that they face correctly
for each leg’s location (Photo 8).
Use a flat caul with a nonstick surface. After the glue dries, cut the
slots for the stringing that frames
the inlays. (I modified the inlay jig
and cut the slots using a 1⁄16" upcut
spiral router bit with a 5⁄16" guide
bushing. Again, I squared the
corners with a chisel.) Miter-cut
the stringing, and glue it in place
(Photo 9).
Rough-turn the legs, maintaining sharp, square edges at the bottom of the leg blocks. Make a story
stick for the turning details, transfer the marks onto a leg, and turn
it to shape. Verify the dimensions;
then, turn the remaining legs. Fit
a caster to the bottom of each leg
and mark each for the position;
the brass castings can vary as to fit
onto the tapered leg end.
First, find and mark a centerline
on each leg block, facing front and
back (four in all). Using a straightedge, clamped to the adjoining
outside face, transfer the centerline
to the top and bottom of the taper
on each leg. To ensure that the
centerline runs true, check it with a
straightedge; adjust accordingly.
Lay out and cut the grooves
for each inlay, with the leg secured
between centers of a wooden bar
clamp gripped in a bench vise.
Lay out six evenly spaced dadoes
for the top and bottom of the tapered portion of each leg. An easy
way to do this is to wrap a folded
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strip of paper tightly around the
top of the shaft, marking the ends
where they cross the centerline.
Remove it, and divide that space
into six evenly spaced segments.
Put the paper back in place on
the centerline and transfer the
marks to the turning. Repeat at
the bottom of the taper. Measure
the width of your inlay; then draw
lines parallel to each centerline
and half the width of your inlay
on either side to outline the inlay
grooves (Photo 10).
Clamp a hardwood straightedge cut to length along the outside edge of the layout lines (Photo
11). Scribe the line with a left or
right marking knife against the
straightedge, cutting the shoulders
of each groove. Similarly, cut all the
lines to inlay depth. Clean out the
grooves with a chisel held upside
www.sapfm.org

down, cutting downhill on the
taper. Use the edge of a small file to
flatten the bottoms. Glue the banding strips in place slightly proud
of the surface, positioned so the
angle of the inlay on each leg faces
the same direction. Inlay each pair
of legs with the banding at opposite angles. At the lathe, sand and
scrape the bandings flush to the leg
surface. Then, finish-sand the legs
to 220 grit.

Make fancy drawer fronts
Trim the figured veneer panels
on the drawer fronts and rails to
size. Miter-cut and glue the wide
feathered banding around the
veneer panels on the rails. Use the
narrow feathered banding around
the book-matched panels on the
drawer fronts, leaving room for
the 1 ⁄8" cock beading. The diago-

nal stripes lean to the right for
the top-panel banding, and to the
left for the bottom panels, making them look as if they unfold.
Cut 1 ⁄16"-thick mahogany strips
from the rail stock and glue them
between the veneer panels on the
back and side rails. Sand the rails
flat and finish-sand them.

Time to dry-fit and assemble
Lay out and cut the double dovetails at the ends of the top drawer
divider. Transfer, cut, and fit the
dovetails to the tops of the front
legs. Drill and countersink three
screw holes through it to attach the
top later. Dry-assemble and clamp
the legs, rails, and drawer dividers
and fine-tune the joinery as necessary. Then, glue the case and legs,
checking for level and square as
you place clamps. When the legs
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Tiger maple and dentil banding

12
are dry, remove the clamps. Cut
and glue the dentil banding along
the bottom of the case and wrapping around the legs (Photo 12).
Mark the positions for drawer
runners on the inside of the side
rails (Drawing 1). Cut the runners
and glue them in place.
Cut cleats to fit on the inside
along the tops of the side and back
rails. For attaching the tops, drill
and countersink one screw hole
in each side cleat and three in the
back cleat. Position the cleats about
1⁄16" from the top edge of the rails.

Construct two drawers
Fit the drawer fronts to the case
openings and trim the veneer
to size. Mill and cut the drawer
sides and back to size; cut grooves
for the drawer bottoms. Lay out
and cut the dovetails (Drawing 5). (For the drawer bottoms,
I resawed a piece of mahogany
to make book-matched bottoms.)
Lay out and cut dadoes for the
dividers. Assemble the drawers.
Then, install the narrow feather
banding around the maple veneer
panels. For the appearance of
book-matching, angle the topdrawer banding to the right and
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the bottom-drawer banding to the
left. Sand the fronts flat. Make the
cock beading, then miter-cut it to
fit 1 ⁄16" proud around the drawer
fronts. Glue the cock beading in
place. Mortise the drawer fronts
for locks and escutcheons. Drill
the holes for the pulls. Remove the
hardware for finishing.

Put a top on it
Build the core for the top from
12mm Baltic birch plywood. (I
used plywood for the core because
it is flat and uniform in thickness.)
Miter-cut and glue 5⁄8"-square
mahogany edging to the plywood.
Make the core about 1⁄16" wider
and longer than the finished size.
Flush-trim the edging to the plywood faces.
Lay out the veneered areas on
the top (Drawing 5). My biggest
problem was the veneers were
different thicknesses; the burl was
1⁄28", while the satinwood and sheoak measured .9mm thick. I made
up the difference in thickness of
the burl with some thin mahogany,
which I glued on at the same time
as I glued the burl.
Cut the center veneer to rough
size and dry-position it, holding

it in place with 3⁄4"-wide blue tape.
After aligning the position, apply 2"-wide blue tape around the
perimeter, protecting the core from
excess glue during clamping. Roll
on the glue, retape the veneer in
place and clamp it flat. A vacuum
bag proves the best way to clamp
a large veneered piece such as the
top. Work out any wrinkles as you
clamp the veneer.
After the glue dries overnight,
trim the burl to finished size.
Miter-cut light and dark stringing around the veneer, and clamp.
Next, miter-cut and position the
15⁄8"-wide beeswing satinwood
cross banding. Glue the strips in
place, one edge at a time, keeping
them tight against the stringing
and the corners mitered. After the
glue dries, frame the satinwood
with light and dark stringing.
Lay out the final course of
veneer (she-oak). Because the 1⁄8"wide stringing around the outside
of this veneer will sit on the top
edge of the diagonal-square banding, carefully measure the top size
and the final veneer width. Glue
the veneer strips to the top, but
don’t apply the outermost stringing yet.
American Period Furniture 2017
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As Michael researched further
about ladies worktables, he doubled
down on doing a “full Seymour” with
veneer inlays, banding, and stringing to
accent every surface of the piece.

After the top dries, trim it to
finished size. This part was tricky
because after cutting the top to
size, I had to miter and glue on the
edge bandings, making sure my diagonal squares met at the corners,
point to point. With the banding
in place, miter-cut and glue on the
final stringing. For balance, apply
www.sapfm.org

mahogany veneer to the bottom of
the core, making it the correct size
for the edge banding.

Build the sliding frame
Build a frame of quartersawn
mahogany with open mortise and
tenon joints at all four corners for
the storage pouch (Drawing 6).

As you glue and clamp the frame
rails, site them with one another,
making sure they stay flat and
level. Measure the diagonals to
ensure they are square.
After the glue dries, cut the
sliding grooves in the edges. Lay
out and cut grooves in the front
and back rails. Continue the
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13
dadoes into the leg blocks; stop 3⁄4"
short of going through.
Install aluminum sliding strips
and pin them in place. Fit the
frame to the case, making sure
it slides smoothly. Glue the side
and false-drawer divider in place;
adjust the sliding stops. Install
the remaining tiger maple/dentil
banding along the bottom edge
of the pull-out and across the leg
blocks (Photo 13). Sand the sliding frame.

Finishing touches
Finish-sand the case and drawers to 220-grit smoothness. Raise
the grain on all parts (the legs are
already finished on the lathe) with
water, and sand with 220-grit wetdry paper and a sanding block.
Then, raise the grain again and
finish-sand by hand a final time
with 220-grit paper.
Then, apply finish. I ragged on
a generous coat of Watco oil over
the entire piece, inside and out.
The next morning, I rubbed out
the outside surfaces with a nonwoven 000 (gray) pad and applied
a thinned coat of garnet shellac
for more color, sealing the outside
surfaces before applying a brown
grain filler on the entire piece and
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letting it dry overnight. The next
day, rub it out for the last time with
a woven 000 gray pad. Finally,
apply three coats of Arm-R-Seal
wipe-on oil-urethane topcoat.
Reinstall the drawer hardware and
screw the brass casters on the legs.
After the urethane cures, apply a
coat of wax.

Make the pouch
To fabricate the pouch (Drawings 6 and 7), enlist the services
of an accomplished seamstress or
tailor who can guide you through
creating the hanging pouch. Make
paper templates of all four sides,
tape them together to form the
bag (no bottom yet), then tape
the paper bag inside the sliding
frame. Adjust the bag until it hangs
evenly. Measure the bottom opening, which should match the bottom board dimensions in Drawing
6. Cut, fold, stitch, fold, and iron
the pleats to form each panel. Pay
attention to the pattern of the silk,
keeping the panels symmetrical.
Then, stitch the four panels to create the bag sides.
Mark the centers of each silk
panel (top and bottom), four edges
of the bottom board, and the inside
edges of the sliding frame.

After upholstering the bottom
panel, tack the pouch to the outside edges of the panel and flush
with the bottom edge. Poke holes
in the silk with an awl for the upholstery tacks.
Now, tack the completed pouch
to the inside of the sliding frame.
For ease of work, slide the wooden
frame into the auxiliary frame (see
Tip on the next page), making sure
the pouch hangs freely. Start tacking the top edge of the pouch, leaving room for tacking in the cotton
liner later. Tack the centers first,
then hang the corners temporally
with tacks. Keep the bag level in
American Period Furniture 2017
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the frame. Use the same process to
tack the cotton liner, slightly down
from the top edge. Leave room to
glue in the welting, flush with the
top inside edge.
Tack the sewn pouch to the
outside edge of the bottom board,
working from the center of each
panel to the corners.
Glue on a 3⁄8"-wide welting,
flush with the top inside, and the
31⁄2"-wide blue-and-gold hanging
welting and fringe on the outside.
Remove the bag drawer from
the auxiliary frame and slide the
pouch in place. ◆
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Additional Resources

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
● Flanigan, J. Michael. American
Furniture From The Kaufman Collection
(Washington, D.C.: National Gallery of
Art, 1986) Catalogue Number 80, pp
198–199.
● Mussey, Robert D. Jr. The Furniture
Masterworks of John and Thomas Seymour. (Salem, MA: Peabody Essex
Museum, 2003) pp 129–131.
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7 POUCH FABRICATION

Tips & Techniques
Make a work frame
for the pouch
For easier work installing the hanging
pouch, make an auxiliary wooden frame
out of scrapwood to hold the frame
outside the table. Make the frame tall
enough so the pouch hangs freely without touching anything.
		—Michael

Sources

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Antique brass hardware from Whitechapel Ltd. (whitechapel-ltd.com)
includes: 7⁄8" round-cup casters (4), no.
253CBY11; 3⁄4"-diam. cabinet knobs (4),
no. 100KBY 5; half-mortise 7⁄16" extruded selvedge locks (2), no. 168 LR3;
keyhole escutcheons (2), no. 180E6.
● Silk and cotton fabrics, Zimman’s
Inc. (zimmans.com).
●
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